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Abst rac t - -A  dynamic grid modification and domain decomposition method is given and ana- 
lyzed for parabolic problems. This method allows one to apply different domain decompositions, 
and different grids and interpolation polynomials on the subdomains at different time levels when 
necessary. The procedure r lies on an implicit Galerkin method in the subdomains and explicit flux 
calculation on the inter-domain boundaries. Inaddition, adynamic finite element scheme isproposed 
and analyzed, which is applicable to general parabolic problems. These methods are well suited to 
large-scaie time-dependent problems involving localized phenomena, such as sharp fronts or layers, 
which also change with time. Convergence and stability analyses inthe L 2 norm are given. Numerical 
experiments are provided to check the performance of the methods and make comparison with other 
methods. 
Keywords--Domain decomposition, Grid refinement, Finite element method, Parabolic equa- 
tions, Parallel computing. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many time-dependent problems involve localized phenomena, such as sharp fronts, shocks, and 
layers, which also change with time. The numerical simulation of these problems using the finite 
element method requires capabilities for efficient, dynamic, and self-adaptive local grid refinement 
or unrefinement. However, for large-scale such problems, local grid modification may still lead to 
very large linear systems. Domain decomposition methods enable one to break large problems 
into a collection of small ones, each of which may be solved separately by the finite element 
method. When the subdomain problems are solved on a number of processors in a parallel 
computing system [1,2], the computing time can be reduced greatly. 
At a given time level, if a localized phenomenon happens to travel to an area which contains 
the interface of some subdomains, then the domain decomposition solution may not be accurate 
on such an interface. This will consequently cause the approximation of the solution in the whole 
domain inaccurate. Thus it is advantageous to decompose the domain differently at different 
time levels and make grid refinement only on subdomains which contain local phenomena nd 
grid unrefinement on subdomains in which the solution changes lowly. Since uniform or logically 
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structured griding in subdomains allows efficient implementation f the algorithms, uniform fine 
grid may be preferred in subdomains on which the solution changes abruptly. 
Dawson and Dupont [3] proposed a noniterative domain decomposition procedure for parabolic 
problems using Galerkin methods on each subdomain, in which a fixed domain decomposition was 
used throughout the whole time period and grid modification techniques were not employed on 
subdomains. Curran and Allen [4] gave a domain decomposition approach to local grid refinement 
in the finite element collocation method. Numerical results showed that the combination of 
domain decomposition and grid refinement can satisfactorily resolve sharp fronts or layers. In 
one of the three numerical examples presented in [4], the refined grid region changes with time. 
However, error analysis was not provided for this domain decomposition and grid refinement 
algorithm. 
The object of this paper is to propose a numerical method for parabolic problems which 
allows one to use different domain decompositions, different grids, and/or different interpolation 
polynomials at different ime levels when necessary. This method is based on the one given 
by Dawson [5] and Dawson and Dupont [3], and thus relies on an implicit Galerkin procedure 
in the subdomains and explicit flux calculation on the inter-domain boundaries. The grids on 
the subdomains need not match up in such a way that they are restrictions of a global regular 
finite element grid over the whole physical domain, as opposed to other domain decomposition 
methods [6-9]. This gives great flexibility for applying grid refinement or uniform fine grids in 
subdomains that contain local fronts or layers, and grid derefinement or uniform coarse grids in 
subdomains over which the solution changes lowly. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present our numerical scheme and 
prove a stability theorem. In Section 3, we make error estimates, and in Section 4, we propose a
grid modification algorithm. Then in Section 5, we provide some numerical experiments o test 
our algorithms. Finally, in Section 5, we give some comments and talk about possible xtensions 
of our methods. 
2. THE APPROXIMATION PROCEDURE 
Let 12 denote a spatial domain in R 2 with a piecewise uniformly Lipschitz boundary F. Denote 
by Hm(~) and W~(f~) the standard Sobolev spaces on ~, with norms [[. Jim and H" IIm,~, 
respectively. Let LP(~), p = 2, c~, denote the standard Banach spaces, with I1" II denoting the 
L 2 norm and [1" I[oo the L ~ norm over ~. For a normed linear space Q with norm [[. IIQ and a 
suflicient regular function g : In,/3] --* Q, we define 
(/: IIg]]Lp([~,~I;Q) = Ilg(', t)ll~ dr) l/p, p ---- I, 2, c~, 
~U 
o-7 - v • (aVu) =/ (x ,y , t ,u ) ,  (x,y) e n, t e (0,T], (2.1) 
uCx, y,t) =0, (x,y) E F, t e C0,T], (2.2) 
u(x, y, O) = uo(x, y), (x, y) e ~2, (2.3) 
where a, f ,  and u0 are known real-valued functions. For simplicity, we assume that fl = (0,1) x 
(0,1) and that a is a positive constant, although this method applies to some slightly more general 
problems. 
Our numerical method will allow us to decompose the domain differently at different imes in 
order to let each localized phenomenon be entirely contained in one subdomain, and make grid 
where [a,/3] c [0, T] is a time interval. 
Consider the following parabolic problem with Dirichlet boundary condition: find u(x, y, t) 
satisfying 
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modification and/or basis function adjustment on each subdomain. Partition the time interval 
[O,T] into 0 = to < ti < - - - < tN = T and denote A t,, = t, - t,-1. For simplicity, we assume 
at time level t = t, that the domain R is decomposed into two subdomains Cl: = (0,~~) x (0,l) 
and 52: = (z,, 1) x (0, l), although the theory applies to the case in which a finite number 
of subdomains is decomposed. Denote the subdomain interface by l?, = (2,) x (0,l). Note 
that l?, may change with time. Since critical features change with time, we might as well change 
our grids at different times. For j = 1,2 and n = 0, 1,2,. . . , N, let Ml{ be a finite element 
space of H’(Rj,) II {u : u = 0 on I’} with grid parameter h,, and Ml, be the subspace of L2(n) 
such that if v E Ml,,, then vJnh E I@. Suppose that polynomials of degree k, (k, 1 1) are 
used in Ml,. It is a reasonable approach to apply lower-order interpolation polynomials in fine 
grid subdomains, where the solution changes rapidly, and relatively higher-order interpolation 
polynomials in coarse grid subdomains, where the solution changes slowly. For example, for a 
nonsmooth initial data parabolic problem, at the beginning the solution is not smooth, we may 
use fine grids and piecewise linear interpolation polynomials. After a while the solution becomes 
smooth, we may use coarse grid and higher-order basis functions. However, in many practical 
computations, we would rather apply the same order interpolation polynomials for all time levels 
in order to simplify the algorithms. 
As in [3], we choose a small H such that 0 < H < min (1 - max {z,}, min {CC,}}, and define 
the following approximate derivative at the interface I,: 
where 
on(x) = tic@ - d/H) 
H 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
and 
1 
l-2, O<a:Il, 
T&c)= z+l, -11210, 
0, otherwise. 
Suppose that Ue E Mc is an initial approximation of ~0, we define our domain decomposition 
method as follows: using the L2-projection @,-,-1 E Ml, obtained by solving 
( &_1 - &_l,V = 0, > vu E Ml,, (2.6) 
compute U,, E M, by 
= (f(x,y,t&,),v), VVEM,, n=1,2 ,... ,N, (2.7) 
where 
(aVf,Vg>, = klj aVf *Vg&d~ 
jtl ” 
(f,g) = J,f -gdxdyv 
(ati, 1clb = S, 4bMb) dy, 
[V]n(X, y) = [V]iXn, Y) = V(Xn + 09 Y) - v(xn - O7 Y)* 
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Some remarks about the scheme (2.6),(2.7) are in order. Equation (2.6) gives the L2-projection 
Un-x of the previous approximate solution Un-1 into the current finite element space Mn, when 
different domain decompositions and/or different finite element spaces are used at times t = tn 
and t = tn-1. This projection is used in (2.7) as initial value to calculate U,, the approximate 
solution at t = tn. This scheme has the property that Un can be computed on f/~ and f~ 
completely independently, once the approximate derivative B,  (9,,_ 1) of 6~_ 1 has been computed 
A 
on rn. In fact, the approximate derivative can be computed by (2.4) explicitly from Un-1, 
and Un-x can be computed separately on each subdomain. Thus, the two parts of Un can 
then be computed using the finite element method on each subdomain ~.  Note that when 
the domain decomposition and finite element space remain unchanged for all time levels, the 
scheme (2.6),(2.7) reduces to the one in Dawson [5], and Dawson and Dupont [3]. 
For a function g with restrictions in Hl(f/~) and Hl(~t2), we define the norm 
Illall12. = (aVg, vg),, + H -1 (a[g]n, [g]n), • (2.8) 
Following [3], we can easily check that 
IIIglll~ < 2 [(avg, Vg),, + (aB.(g) ,  [g].>,,], (2.9) 
(aBn(g), Bn(g))n <- 2aH-311gll ~, (2.1o) 
IIB.(g)llL2(o,1) _< 2H-'llglloo, (2.11) 
IIg=(z,,, .) - B, ,(g)(x. ,  ")11L=¢o,1) -< H=llg===lloo. (2.12) 
Based on the formulas above, we now prove a stability result of our scheme. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the assumption 
H 2 
At,, < ~'a' (2.13) 
thescheme (2.6) , (2.7) isstablein thesense that i f f  - O, then IIUnll < IIUn_lll forn = 1,2,...  ,N. 
PROOF. Letting v = Un and f = 0 in (2.7), we have 
S~ ,u. +(aVU.,VU.).+(~B.(U.),[U.I.). 
In view of (2.10) and (2.8), we obtain 
oo_,) o"'f o]o 
<_ (2a)l/2H -3/2 Un - Vn-1 "H1/2111U,,III,, (2.15) 
2 1 
<_ aH -= U.  - 9 . _ ,  + ~ IIIU,,III~.. 
Combining (2.9), (2.14), and (2.15) yields 
u"-6"-"u"nt. +~ IIIu"lll" < aH-~-  u.  - u._~ + 5 IIIU.ll12.. (2.16) 
Note that 
( 
Under the assumption (2.13) we can rewrite (2.16) into 
[lU.II-< IIU.-~ll. (2.1r) 
Since (2.6) implies [[Un-x[l <- IIUn-xlI, then (2.17) gives the stability inequality: [[Unll -< llUn-xll. 
The proof is now complete. | 
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3. CONVERGENCE ANALYS IS  
We will make use of the elliptic projection Rnu of u: find R~u(x, y, t) E Mn for each t E [0, T] 
such that 
(aV(u - Rnu)( . , . ,  t), VV)n = O, Vv E Mn. (3.1) 
Suppose that the triangulation is regular at each time level, and that all finite elements are affine, 
we can prove [10,11] that there exists a constant C independent of h n and k. such that 
Ilu - P~ull  _< Chk;+ll lul l~,,+~, vt • [0,T], (3.2a) 
Ilu - R,,ul loo _< Ch~"+~-"llull~,.+~,=, vt • [0,T], (3.2b) 
where 
fO ,  i fk ._>2;  
~k / e, if kn = 1; e is any positive number. 
The following notation will be used in our error analysis: 
e. = U. - P~ u.  , 
rn = un -- Raun, 
,~,,-1 = ~, , -1  - R. ,~, ,_~,  
rn-1 = Un-1 -- Rnun-1.  
We now begin our error estimation. First, note that the exact solution u satisfies 
= (f(=, y, t . ,  u,,), v) + (p., v), vv e H0 ~(~), 
where ~ n IIp.II < IN. I I  dr. 
- -1  
Subtracting (3.3) from (2.7) and using (3.1) yield 
(e.-~._l ) 
Atn  ,v  +(aVen, Vv)n+(aBn($ ._ l ) , [v ] . )n  
^ 
rn_ 1 
P., V I 
Letting v = en in (3.5), we obtain the error equation 
e. _:£.-1 ) 
A tn , e.  -t- (aVe.,  Ve. ) .  + (aBn(en), [en].)n 
=(aB'~(e"-e '~- ' ) ' [e"]"}"  + ( r"-÷'-1-A t . p., e. ) 
+ ~a (Ou" _ 
\ 
Note that 
~._~ ) Ile.[I 2-11~n_lll 2 1 en ,e .  = + I te .  -  o-,ll 2 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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and 
(aB. (~. -~._,), [~.]n). ~ I a*/'B. (~. -~"-1)1L'(O,I)i a*/'[~"]"][L,<o ,) 
<: (2a) */2H-3/2 lie,, - ~ , , - l l l "  H:/2llle,,ll[- 
= (2a)1/2H -1 I1~,, - '~,,-111 nile.Ill,,. 
Substituting (3.7), (3.8), and (2.9) into (3.6) and simplifying, we see that 
(3.8) 
2:,t. ~--,11 +lle,,-~,,-lll 2) 
_<2aH-211e-~,,-:l12+ r,,-e._::~ P,,] I1~.11 
)1' + H ~(Xn," ,in) -- Bn(~n-1)  L2(O, 1) 
+ :(, ~.,~. 1)-:(, ~.,~.)II~.ll 
(3.9) 
Assume that A tn <_ H2/(4a). Then (3.9) implies that 
Ile.II 2 11~._1112 < 2A t,, I t "  - ÷'~-: [ - - ~t , ,  o , ,  I le, , l l  
-~X (Xn'" ,in) -- Bn(P~un-1) L'(0,1) 
+ ~'. I: ( ' .  Un-l) - -  f('," ,'n,~n) lilenl. 
(3.10) 
Note that 
and 
l i t .  - e . - l l l  = I1(I - R.,,)(u. - u.-1) l l  _< Ch~"+*l lu.  - u . - , l l k .+ l  
_ ~h k '~+l  ft£ '~ < -.-, ,  Ilu~llk,,+: dt 
--1 
]]all2 I~ (xn" 'tn)- Bn(Rnun-l) 1 L2(0,1 ) 
__l::O,,.  o,,._1 ou._, B.(~,._I)+B.(,,._I)) 
~k O,T 0"""~ ~t. 0-""~ /IIL2(0,1) 
_ - ,  g - -~tx . ,y , t )  + ~ ~ . 
Suppose that s t is Lipschitz with respect to the 4 th variable, we have 
-< I :  ( , ,~-,  ~o-0 - s( . , . , , . , ,~.- ,) l  ÷ I I : ( . , . , , . , ,~. - , ) -  :(.,.,~.,..-,)ll 
+ I I / ( ' , " ,  t,,, u , , -d  - / ( . , . , t , , ,  u,,)ll 
[ z: ] _< c I1~.-,11 + h l  "+* I luC., . ,t . - ,) l lk. .+, + Ilu, II dt  . 
--1 
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Then the error relation (3.10) becomes 
Ile.II 2 - I l e . _ l l l  2 
[ ( ; ) _< C At. l le . I I  I1~--111 +hk"+l.-. At . l lu ( . , .  ,t.-1)]Jk.+z + Iludlk.+ldt Ile.ll 
t , . -1  
/,i £ i  o"  I' + At, ,  (llu.II + Ilu, ll)dt Ile.II + At2H (x.,y,t) dydt _ ,  _ ,  OxOt 
+At .H"  03u( • t.-1) : 2 ] OX 3 ," +At  H- lh  2(k"+l-ek) l[u(.,.,tn_l)[lk.+l 
We now find the relationship between Hen[[ and [[~,[[. Equation (2.6) implies that 
(~.- 1 - e . _  1, v) = (~._  1 - r . _  1, v ) ,  Vv e M. .  
Choosing v = e, - I  and using Schwartz's inequality, we have 
1 
( l la._, l l  2 i le._,l l  2) < 1-~ i la._,l l  2 + 
1 
- 2 2(1 - .'----~ I1÷.-1 - r . -y l l  = , 
which implies that 
i le._,l l  2 _ i le._,l l  2 < 1 I1÷.-1 - r . - l l l  2, V~ e (0 ,1) .  
1-~ 
Combining (3.12) and (3.11) yields 
~lle.II = - I l e . _ , l l  = _< c At .  (lle.II 2 + Ile._,l l  2) +E. + ~ l i t . -1 - e . - l l l  2 , 
where 
(3.11) 
(3 .12)  
(3.13) 
Let 
1, if M. = M.- I ,  
W"-  ~, i fM .~M._ l .  
£" £" E~ = h~ (k-÷~) Ilu=ll~.÷l dt + A t~ (l lu.I I  2 + Ilu, tr 2) dt 
--1 --1 
2 f t .  [I (3.14) +At.H I lu=t(x.,y,t)l 2 dydt + At,HStlu==,t.,.,t,-1)l[~ 
Jo d~n--I 
2 + Atn H-lh2(k"+l-'k) Ilu(", " ,tn-1)llk.+l • 
The formula (3.13) is the error relation in the case of employing different domain decompositions 
and/or different finite element spaces at different ime levels. However, in practical computations 
we might as well choose some larger subdomains to capture fronts or layers for several (say 5 
or 30) time steps, and change the domain decomposition after every several time steps. Our 
theorems to be stated below will show that the dynamic change of domain decompositions has 
some influence on the convergence. Also, keeping the domain and the grid in each subdomain 
unchanged for every several time steps is advantageous from the computational point of view. 
There are also many time levels at which dynamic domain decomposition a d/or grid modification 
are not needed, that is, the decomposition of the domain and the grid in each subdomain are 
taken unchangeably from the previous time level. When the same domain decomposition and 
grid is used at t = t.  and t = t.-1, i.e., when M. = M.-1, then the error relation becomes 
Ile.II 2 - I l e . _ l l l  2 _< c [A t .  (lle.II 2 + Ile._~ll 2) + E.]. (3.15) 
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Then the error relations (3.13) and (3.15) can be merged into 
n,,lle,,l[ 2 - lle,,_ll[ 2 _ C At,, (]le~[l 2 + [[en_ll] 2) + E,~ + ~ llr,,-1 - ÷,~-xl[ 2 , (3.16) 
with the agreement that the last term on the right-hand side be thought o be zero when ~},~ = 1. 
n--1 
Multiplying (3.16) by I-[i=1 zh, we have 
n n--1 
~dle~ll 2 - l-I wlle~-ill 2 
i--1 ~=1 (3.17) 
< C Atn ([le,,l[ ? + [le._11l 2) + En + ~ [lr.-~ - ~.-1112 • 
Summing (3.17) from n --- 1 to n = m (1 _< m <_ N), we obtain 
Villemll2<C At l le. l l2+~-:E.+V:- ~ IIr._l-e._lll 2 +lie0112, (3.1s) 
i=1 -- n=l n=l 
where At  = max{Atn}. 
Let Ym be the total number of different domain decompositions (including the case in which 
different grids and/or different interpolation polynomials are used) from t = to to t = tin. 
Then, 0 _< YN _< N and I'Iim__l ~}i = ~Y'. Letting ~ = Ym/(1 + Ym) in (3.18) and noting 
that ~-Y" = (1 + 1/Ym) Y~" < 2.8, we see that 
r5 5 ] lle..ll 2 < c At  lle.ll 2 + ~ E. -I- (g.. + I) llr.-1 - ÷.-iII 2 + [[eoll 2 • (3.19) 
L n=0 n=l n--1 
An application of the discrete Gronwall's Lemma to (3.19) shows that 
[[e..ll 2 <_ c E~ +gm ~ llr.-1 - ÷--111" + lleol[ 2 • (3.20) 
n=l  n=l 
We are now ready to demonstrate our main results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the solution u is sut~ciently regular. Let Un be the solution of 
scheme (2.6),(2. 7). Assume the stability condition 
H 2 
At _< -~-. (3.21) 
Then, we have the error estimates for m = 1, 2 . . . ,  N, 
llum - U,.[I 2 < C lluo - Uol[ 2 + ~ 2(k,,+1) 2 -- h. llutllL~([t.,_~,t,,1;H~,,+') 
n=l 
// 2 I/ 2 "4" At2  ([I f:llLS([tn_,,f:n];L 2) "~ I1 ,tHL'([t,,_,,,,,];L')) 
+ A t~n Iluxt(x,, • 2 ," )llL2([t,,_1,t~];L2(O,1)) "~- A tnH 5 ll~tzzz(.,', tn-1)[i 2 
,] r_r-1 2(~.+1-~) ,t--1)llk.+l (3.22) + Atn.. h n llu(.,. 
"[" Fro, E 6n [ h2(kn+l) []?J'(" 2 h2(k,,_l+1) 2 ] ,',t.-1)llk.+1 + .-i llu(',',t.-,)ll~._,+1 , 
where Ym is the number of different domain decompositions or finite element spaces applied from 
t = 0 to ~ = tin, 6n = 0 i fMn = Mn-1 and 6n = 1 otherwise, and ek = 0 for kn >_ 2 and ek = e, 
when kn = 1 for any e > O. 
PROOF. Formula (3.22) follows from the combination of (3.20), (3.14), (3.4), (3.2) and the trian- 
gular inequality. Note that Ym equals the cardinality of the set {n E (1, 2 . . . .  , m) [ Mn ~ M~-I}, 
where Mn is the finite dimensional space at time t = tn. II 
When the function f in (2.1) is linear, we can improve the results of Theorem 3.1 by replacing 
the L 2 norms in time by L 1 norms, and by deleting the factor Ym. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that the right-hand side function f = f(  x, y, t) in equation (2.1). Under 
the assumption of Theorem 3.1 we have, for m = 1, 2 . . . ,  N, 
IluIn - UInll _< c Iluo - troll + ~ [h~"+lllutllLl{tt.,_~,t.l;Hk.+l)  AtnllUttllLl([t._l,t.l;L')] 
," )llLZ(lt,_~,t,]; L'(0,1}} (3.23) 
n=l 
• , t  2 T'/'-l/~2(k"q-l-'k) " ,tn-1)llk,+l] ) 1/2 + nt , ,HS l lu~(  ., . - x ) l l~+nt , ,  . . . .  . Ilu(., 2 
+ d~. h k"+111u(-,.,tn_l)llk.+l '°n-1 I lu(.,.,tn-1)llk~_,+~ , 
n=l 
where 6, = 0, f fMn = Mn-x and ~n = 1 otherwise, and ek = 0 for kn >_ 2 and ek = e, when 
k, = 1 for any e > 0. 
PROOF. Since the function f in linear, the error inequality (3.11) becomes now 
L\  " ,,t._~ I lu t l l k .+adt+At .  -, Iluttlldt Ile~ll 
2 f tn  f01 [ 2 + A t ,H  ] 02u Jt~_, -O--~(Zn,y,t) @dt (3.24) 
+ ~t . t I  s 03u ( ' , ' , t . -1 )  + ^÷._.o. r_r-lh2{k.+~-.,}. I[u('," ,tn-1)llk.+12 . 
In the same way of deriving (3.12) from (2.6), we have 
1 
II~.-~ll 2 -  Ile.-tll 2 < 211~,,-111 I ÷,,-~- r,,-lll < ~ 1l~,,-lll2 + 2 I I÷n-1- m-al l  2 • (3.25) 
Combining (3.24) and (3.25), we see that 
Ile.II 2 -  lien_all 2 < C [F.Ile.II +an+ Ilrn-x -÷,~-111 lien-ill + lit.-1 - ~n-xll2], (3.26) 
where 
f? /,? Fn = hk'~+l Hutllk,,+l dt+ A tn Iluttll dt (3.27) ~n --1 --1 
mad 
 "fo 1 Gn = At~nH -1 luzt(Xn'y't)12 dydt + AtnHSIluxxz(' '"tn-1)]]~ (3.28) 
2 ÷ u- l~2(k.+l - ,~} , tn-1)llk.+l +/ , ,  o, . . . .  . Ilu(., • • 
Summing (3.26) from n = 1 to n = m (1 < m _< N), we obtain 
max Ile.II 2 - I leo l l  2 
l< .<m 
< 6' (F.Ilenll + Ilrn-1 - ÷,,-xll Ile--xll) + G,, + Ilrn_l - -  ~,,_1112 
n=l 
In In 
< C max Ilenll E (Fn + I l rn-a-  rn- lH)+ C ~ (Gn ÷ I l rn -x -  r~.-llt 2) (3.29) 
- l< .<rn  n=l n=l 
-<-2 IS.sInmax Ile.ll +C Fn + I I r . -1-~.- l l l  + Cn 
.~1  n=l n=l 
The theorem now follows from (3.29), (3.28), (3.27), and (3.2). | 
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COROLLARY 3. i. When a Faxed domain decomposition and a fixed finite element space are used 
for 0 < t < T, i.e., when YN = 0 and hn = h, kn = k for n = 0,1,...,N, under the con- 
straint (3.21) we have the error estimates 
I lu~ - U~l l  = 0 (At  + H z5 + h k÷l + H-1/2hk+l-" + Ilu0 - U011) • (3.30) 
Thus, the method proposed in [3] is the YN = O, hn = h, and kn -= k case of ottr scheme. II 
From the error estimates (3.22) and (3.23), we see that the number of different domain de- 
compositions has some influence on the accuracy. Numerical experiments have confirmed this 
claim. This may suggest hat we choose some larger subdomains to capture fronts or layers for 
several time steps and change the domain decomposition after every several time steps. When the 
domain decomposition remains the same at some time levels, since we already applied fine grids 
on subdomains which contain critical features and coarse grids on smooth solution subdomains, 
we do not need to change the grid and basis functions at those time levels. 
It should be noted that the constraint (3.21) is less restrictive when the coefficient a in (2.1) 
is small. This may suggest that this method be better suited to convection-dominated diffusion 
problems, especially when combined with the modified method of characteristics. 
4. DYNAMICAL  F IN ITE  ELEMENT METHODS 
In this section, we apply dynamic grids and interpolation polynomials without the framework 
of domain decomposition. Error estimates similar to (3.22) and (3.23) will be obtained. Although 
we carry out the analysis for the model problem (2.1)-(2.3), the idea applies unchangeably to
general inear and nonlinear parabolic equations. Treatment for hyperbolic problems can be 
found in [12,13]. Note that data parallelism or message passing parallelism at the linear algebra 
level can be achieved even without domain decomposition. 
As before, we first partition [0,T] into 0 = to < tl < ... < tN = T, and denote Atn = tn-tn-1.  
Let Sn be a finite element space of H~(ft) with grid parameter hn, and interpolation polynomials 
of degree kn. 
Suppose that U0 E So is an initial approximation of u0, we define our dynamic finite element 
algorithm as follows: using the LU-projection Un-1 E S~ found by 
(Un- l -Un- l ,v )  =O, VVESn, (4.1) 
compute [In E Sn by 
K~ / 
where 
(f,g) = Ja f"  gdxdy. 
In analogy to the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the solution u to problem (2.1)-(2.3) is suflieiently regular. Let Un 
be the solution of scheme (4.1),(4.2). Then we have the error es¢imates for ra = 1, 2 . . . ,  N, 
{ Ilum - Umll 2 < c Ilu0 - troll 2 + ~ rh~(~"+x)"'" ,2 - -  L n I l tbt l l La( [ t . _ t , tn] ;  H~.+ a) 
n=l  
U 2 lJ, 2 
- } 
' , t . -a) l l~+x +,*._x Ilu(', ' ,t.- l)l lk~_,+x , 
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where Zm is the number of different grids and~or interpolation polynomials applied from t = 0 
to t = tin, and 5. = 0 ifSn = Sn-1 and 6. = 1 otherwise. 
When the function f in (2.1) is linear, we can improve the results of Theorem 4.1 by replacing 
the L 2 norms in time by L x norms, and by deleting the factor Zm. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that the right-hand side function f = f (x, y, t) in equation (2.1). Under 
the assumption of Theorem 4.1 we have, for m = 1, 2 . . . .  N, 
m 
I1",.,, Umll < C Iluo -- Uoll + ~ ~"+~ - [h,, I lut l lw( I t ._ , , t . l ;H, .+,)  +At, , l lUtt l lL ' ( l t ._ , , t . ] . ,L , ) ]  
"n,=l 
+ 5n [h~ ''+I Ilu(', ",tn-1)llk,,+l + n-1 IlU( "' 
n=l  
where 6, = 0, ff S, = S.-I and 5, = 1 otherwise. 
COROLLARY 4.1. When a fixed finite element space is used for 0 < t < T, i.e., when ZN = 0 
and h,  = h, kn = k for n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  N, we have the error estimates 
Ilu,,, - u,,,ll = o (At + h k+l  + II,.,o - Uoll) • (4.5) 
Thus, the algorithms analyzed in [14] are the ZN = O, h,  = h, and kn = k case of the 
scheme (4.1),(4.2). I 
These results are different from those obtained by Dupont [15] and Bank and Santos [16], in 
that the finite element grids in our method are not required to change continuously in any fashion; 
just a minimum angle property is needed for grids at all time levels. Another advantage of our 
error estimates i that they are given in standard norms independent of the finite element grids. 
Note that the error estimates in Dupont [15] and Bank and Santos [16] involve grid-dependent 
norms. 
It is worthwhile to note that the idea of dynamic finite element methods presented here applies 
to other schemes for parabolic problems, including Crank-Nicolson schemes and extrapolated 
schemes (see [14]). 
5. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we conduct numerical experiments using different domain decompositions and 
different finite element spaces at different time levels. Then we compare our method with Dawson- 
Dupont method [3] and Galerkin method. It should be noted that, after the projection (2.6) 
has been computed, the complexity of our algorithm is essentially the same as that of Dawson- 
Dupont's algorithm. The computation ofthe projection (2.6) requires olving two positive definite 
linear systems and calculating inner products of the function [7,-1, defined on old subdomains, 
and v defined on new subdomains, perhaps with new grids. 
We consider the following initial-value Dirichlet problem: 
0~ _ a u = 500 [6t (1 - 3x + 2x 2) + (~2t + 1) x(1 - x)3] sin(~y), 
0t 
(x, y) e ~, t E (0, T], 
u(x, y, t) = O, (x, y) e Of~, t E (O,T], 
u(z, y, o) = o, (z, u) • ~, 
where f~ = (0,1) x (0,1). Since the exact solution changes rapidly near the line x = 1 when 
time t is small, the domain decomposition method starts with the interface near x = 1. Then we 
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move the interface towards the line x -- 1/2 as t becomes large. Our numerical implementation 
is experimental and performed on a sequential machine. 
At each time level, we decompose the domain f~ into two subdomains and apply different grids 
in different subdomains. The uniform grid size in the subdomain that contains the sharp front 
is chosen as h = 1/80 in both x-direction and y-direction, while the grid in the subdomain over 
which the solution changes relatively slowly is chosen as 4h/3 × 4h/3. We always choose H -- 4h 
and A t ---- 4h 2 in order to satisfy the conditional stability due to the explicit calculation of flux 
on the interface. The interpolation polynomials are piecewise linears in each subdomain for all 
time levels; in this case, the linear systems resulted from computing the projection (2.6) have 
diagonal coefficient matrices when appropriate integration quadrature rules [10] are applied. 
For our domain decomposition method, we change the decomposition of the domain after every 
40 time steps. We take the initial interface at ~0.9375} x (0, 1) for the first 40 time steps. Then 
move the interface to {0.875} x (0, 1) for the next 40 time steps, and to {0.8125} × (0, I) for the 
time steps from 81 through 120. From the 121 st time step the interface is at {0.75} x (0, 1). 
For the Dawson-Dupont method we choose the interface at ~0.50} x (0, 1) for all time steps, 
and the grid size is uniformly h x h in each subdomaln. For the Galerkin method, we use the 
implicit backward Euler scheme without domain decomposition and the grid is uniformly chosen 
as h x h. Note that a larger number of unknowns at each time level is solved in these two methods 
than in our method. 
The L 2 norms of the error u - U for 160 time steps (up to time T = 0.1) are computed using 
these three methods and are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Comparison of our method with Dawsen-Dupont method and Galerkin 
method, I. The  errors are shown in the L 2 norm. The grid size for our method is 
1/80x 1/80 in the fine grid subdomain and 1/60x 1/60 in the coarse grid subdomain, 
while that for Dawson-Dupont method and Galerkin method is uniformly chosen as 
1/80 X 1/80. 
T ime Levels Our  Method Dawson-Dupont Method Galerkin Method 
10 5.91E - 06 4.81E - 04 1.99E - 06 
20 8.97E - 06 5.76E - 04 6.08E - 06 
30 2 .88E  - 05  6 .49E  - 04  1 .21E  - 05  
40  4 .73E  - 05  7 .10E  - 04  2 .00E  - 05  
50  4 .89E  - 05  7 .66E  - 04  2 ,95E  - 05  
60  5 .52E  - 05  8 .16E  - 04  4 .04E  - 05  
70  6 .60E  - 05  8 .64E  - 04  5 ,27E  - 05  
80  7 .78E  - 05  9 .09E  - 04  6 .60E  - 05  
90  9 .61E  - 05  9 .52E  - 04  7 ,89E  - 05  
100  1 .53E  - 04  9 .94E  - 04  9 .56E  - 05  
110  1 .67E  - 04  1 .03E  - 03  1 .11E  - 04  
120  1 .81E  - 04  1 .07E  - 03  1 .28E  - 04  
130  1 .93E  - 04  1 .11E  - 03  1 .45E  - 04  
140  2 .42E  - 04  1 .15E  - 03  1 .63E  - 04  
150  2 .73E  - 04  1 .19E  - 03  1 .81E  - 04  
160  2 .89E  - 04  1 .23E  - 03  2 .00E  - 04  
Similar results are obtained with grid size h -- I/I00 in the fine grid subdomain and are shown 
in Table 2. 
From Tables I and 2, we see that the accuracy of our domain decomposition method is as good 
as the Galerkin method, and is much better than the Dawson-Dupont method. This example 
and other examples show that in order to improve accuracy, domain decompositions and finite 
element spaces should be constructed dynamically according to the changing nature of the exact 
solution. 
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Tab le  2. Comparison of our method with Dawson-Dupont method and Galerk in  
method ,  I I .  The  er rors  are shown in the L 2 norm. The gr id  s i ze  for  our  method  
is 1 /100  x 1 /100  in  the fine grid subdomain and is  1 /75  x 1 /75  in the  coarse  gr id  
subdomain, while that for Dawson-Dupont method and  Ga lerk in  method  is un i fo rmly  
chosen  as  1 /100  x 1 /100 .  
T ime Leve ls  
10 
20 
30  
40  
50 
60  
70 
Our  Method  
2 .01E-  06 
2 .98E  - 06 
7 .89E  - 06 
1 .76E  - 05 
1 .68E  - 05 
1 .93E  - 05 
2 .23E  - 05 
Dawson-Dupont  Method  
2 .19E  - 04 
2 .60E  - 04 
2 .90E  - 04 
3 .15E  - 04 
3 .37E  - 04 
3 .58E  - 04 
3 .76E  - 04 
Ga lerk in  Method  
4 .55E  - 07 
1 .66E  - 06 
3 .55E  - 06 
6 .06E  - 06 
9 .13E  - 06 
1 .27E  - 05 
1 .68E  - 05  
80  2 .76E  - 05  3 .94E  - 04  2 .13E  - 05 
90 3 .26E  - 05 4 .11E  - 04 2 .62E  - 05 
100 3 .83E  - 05 4 .27E  - 04  3 .15E  - 05 
110 4 .75E  - 05 4 .43E  - 04  3 .72E  - 05 
120 5 .51E  - 05 4 .58E  - 04 4 .32E  - 05 
130 6 .31E  - 05 4 .73E  - 04  4 .94E  - 05  
140 6 .94E  - 05 4 .87E  - 04 5 .60E  - 05 
150 7 .87E  - 05 5 .01E  - 04 6 .28E  - 05 
5 .15E  - 04  160 8 .91E  - 05 7 .00E  - 05  
6. REMARKS AND EXTENSIONS 
We have analyzed a nonoverlapping dynamic domain decomposition method with dynamic 
finite element grids for parabolic problems. This method is an improvement of the one by 
Dawson [5] and Dawson and Dupont [3]. 
The advantages of our domain decomposition method can be summarized as follows. 
(1) The dynamic domain decomposition and finite element spaces chosen according to the 
changing nature of the solution enable one to capture moving fronts or layers, and improve 
accuracy of the approximate solution. 
(2) The fact that the finite element spaces on the subdomains need not match up in such a 
way that they are restrictions of a global H 1 finite element space, provides us with great 
flexibility in applying fine grids in subdomains that contain local phenomena and coarse 
grids in subdomains in which the solution changes lowly. 
(3) The dynamic hange of the subdomains provides a mechanism for load balancing between 
processors of a parallel system. If the subdomains were kept unchanged for all time levels 
and fine grids were used in some subdomains, then there would be a different number of 
degrees of freedom corresponding to the unknowns at grid points in each subdomain, and 
this would cause the processors to work asynchronously. Thus, to balance load, fine grid 
subdomains should be small and coarse grid subdomains should be big, and the positions 
of the subdomains should change with time. 
(4) This method is well suited to coarse grain parallelism, and the communication overhead 
is small since global communication is required only once per time step. 
It should be noted that the stability condition due to the explicit calculation of the flux on 
the interface, although being less restrictive than that of an explicit forward Euler scheme, re- 
quires small time steps. Overlapping domain decomposition was considered by Blum, Lisky and 
Rannacher [17] and Rannacher and Zhou [18] with explicit flux calculation on the interface of 
subdomains. Similar stability condition is obtained: 
d >_ Cx/a At  Ilog(aAt)[, (5.1) 
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where d is the overlap width, a the diffusion coefficient as in equation (2.1), and C a constant. 
Note that unconditionally stable schemes are impossible since explicit flux computation is used 
on the interface. 
In contrast o the so-called blockwise implicit schemes discussed above, iterative domain de- 
composition methods, e.g., [4,6,7,19] can be considered. These iterative methods do not impose 
any stability condition and restrictions on the diffusion coefficient, but require a certain number 
of iterations at each time step, possibly with some efficient preconditioners. Since a quite good 
initial guess at each time step can be taken as the approximate solution at the previous time level, 
the number of iterations is usually very small. In this case, the domain decomposition solution 
at each time level will converge to a global finite element solution at that time level. Since the 
finite element space may be varying from time level to time level, the traditional convergence 
theory [14] cannot cover this situation. However, the analysis presented in Section 4 of our paper 
should apply. 
With all the possibilities of domain decompositions and grid modifications, the idea of applying 
different subdomains and grids at different ime steps seems to be promising and essential for 
solving large-scale time-dependent problems with localized and transient phenomena, such as 
propagating fronts and moving layers. 
For many practical problems, the nature of the exact solution is known or roughly known, we 
then can easily decompose the domain and apply appropriate grids and interpolation polynomials 
on each subdomain. However, when the nature of the exact solution is not known in advance, 
how to dynamically decompose the domain to contain localized phenomena in some subdomains 
is a very important problem. In particular, adding adaptivity to the solution process is especially 
desired. Future research in this area should address this issue. A possible way is to predict large 
gradient areas using the computed gradients of previous time levels, and decompose the domain 
according to the size of the gradient. 
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